
Extreme
Remediation, Inc

No cleaning job is too

large or too challenging

for our team of

professional cleaning

experts.

and



Problem
You or a family member is a hoarder and are

struggling to reclaim your life

You have a house full of trash and cluter and

need it cleaned

You need an area contaminated with human or

animal feces to be cleaned and disinfected

You have another cleaning issue that can't be

addressed by a typical cleaning company



Trash and Clutter
You don't hoard items; however, your house is full of trash and clutter.

Sometimes life just gets in the way and cleaning is not a priority.  Now

you're ready to clean your home but the problem is too big for you or a

typical cleaning company to tackle

Compulsive Hoarding
While you may or may not be diagnosed as a hoarder, you know that

your issue is extreme and you will not be able to reclaim your life (or

your house, without professional help

Human or Animal Feces and Urine
A medical condition or a faulty plumbing system has resulted in the

presence of feces and urine throughout the home.  Blood from a

gastrointestinal bleed may also be present



Our Solution
We will spend ample time to work with you to

determine the nature of the problem or issue

You will work with our team to  develop a plan to

help you to reduce the amount or number of

items in your home

Based on our plan, trash & debris will be

discarded, some items will be donated and

many items will be organized and stored safely

in your home



Working as a Team
Your property is YOUR property and we will not throw away, remove or

donate anything that you do not give us permission to move. That said, we

will try to keep you on task and will remind you of the importance of parting

with personal property that does not enhance your life or well-being

What is the Problem?
Our team of experts have been helping people in similar situations since

2005.  It is this experience and education that will enable us to work with

you to determine the true extent of the problem or issues you face

Save, Discard or Donate
Based on our knowledge of your situation and issues, we will work

towards our pre-established plan of moving items out of your home. Many

items will be organized and saved, some items discarded and other

donated to through a church, homeless organization, Goodwill, etc.



Extreme Remediation, Inc

Hoarding cleanup

Clutter cleaning

Trash and debris removal

General sorting and organizing

Cleaning & disinfection of areas affected by

feces, urine and blood 

We are also Bio-Trauma 911, Inc., the premiere

biohazard remediation company in the Midwestern

United States.

Extreme Remediation is the cleaning arm of our

multifaceted operation, offering a wide range of

services for hoarders, clutter and trash collectors.  



Birth of Our
Company

Bio-Trauma 911 and Extreme Remediation

was created by an Indiana Law Enforcement

Officer and disabled military veteran in 2005.

In 2008, we created a training program that

now trains new biohazard remediation

technicians from around the world. Today, we

are seeing unprecedented growth in all areas

of business and will soon be one of the largest

extreme cleaning and biohazard remediation

companies in the United States.

The Beginning 2005

Training

Program
2008

Unprecedented

Growth
2021



Timing

Availability
Due to our growth, we now have more

people employed with our company who are

available to work with you. Simply contact us

at 1-800-759-6960 for more information.

Cost Effective
Our tremendous growth is evidence that

our pricing structure is fair and competitive.

Before you begin work with another

company, please contact us for a quote.



Average

Workload
Here is an

approximation of our

current workload based

on the primary services

we provide

Hoarde
r

40%

Trash &
Clutter
20%

Suicid
e

15%

Other
Calls
15%

Crime
Scene
10%



Target Market

Financial Responsibility
Ideally, we like to work with the financially responsible

party who is in position to pay for our services at the

time they are rendered. Financial assistance is

available through PayPal. Contact us for more details

Service Area
Extreme Remediation and Bio-Trauma 911

provide services to the entire Midwestern United

States and, based on size of project, may service

additional cities and states outside of this area



Competitive Advantages

Customer Service

We are typically available 24 hours a day,

7 days a week through our toll free

number or online support system. Visit

BiohazardClean.com for our online chat.

Competitive Pricing

Based on our experience and market

knowledge, our pricing is very competitive 

Honest and Fair

We are owned and operated by a law

enforcement officer and disabled military

veteran who demands the utmost in

honesty and integrity

Experienced

Many companies similar to ours have

been in business for less than five years.

We have over 16 years of experience



Our Process

Payment
We typically require 75% of the

proposed cost up front from home

owners. Insurance companies and

businesses are typically billed with

terms of net 21

Communication
We will talk with you as long as it

takes to establish trust and a working

relationship that will provide mutually

beneficial.  We will NEVER pressure

you into signing a contract

Execution
Only after we have a complete

understanding of your situation and

you provide us with authorization to

start the job will we begin the

remediation or cleaning process



Jeremy Stephens
Operations Manager

The Team Jeremy spends most of his time on
the phone with clients to build a

relationship and create a cleaning
or remediation plan that can be
implemented by Steve Hanna or

Robert Taylor 



Steve Hanna
Senior Technician | Trainer

The Team Steve spends most of his time on job
sites working with clients and helping

them through the remediation or
cleaning process.  Steve is one of the

most experience biohazard
remediation specialists in the United

States and is typically assigned to
any job involving biohazards 



Robert Taylor

Lead Technician

The Team Robert spends most of his time on
job sites working with clients and

helping them through the
remediation or cleaning process.

Rob is a manager and is tasked with
supervising the work crew and

keeping them on schedule



Amanda Kenney
Support Specialist

The Team Amanda may be the first person
you speak with when you call our

company.  Amanda will gather
information from you to brief

Jeremy or another team member of
your situation. If no one is available

at the time you call, Amanda will
make sure a team member returns

your call



Steps to Start
Here are the four easy steps to take to establish a service

relationship with our company

1 2 3 4

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Call us at 1-800-759-

6960 or email us at

help@biotrauma911.com

Speak with Jeremy or

another team member

to discuss your needs

and expectations

Sign paperwork that

allows us the right to

enter your home &

start the cleaning

process

Make a down payment

for service.  Financing &

credit cards are

accepted



Contact Us

1-800-759-6960

help@biotrauma911.com

 Our Facebook Link

www.biotrauma911.com


